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What is ESA CCI Soil Moisture?
ESA CCI Soil Moisture (ECV, 2010) as a successful response to the need for
independent, consistent, observation based and multi-decadal climate data
records, having:
-

12000+ registered users
100+ publications per year
Benchmark in BAMS State of the Climate

A collaboration
between
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Development of the climate data record
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Scientific Evolution
v7.1
Extension, increase robustness by adding and updating satellites
Consistency, improve merging and calibration on all levels
Model independency, remove impact from LSM where possible
v6.2
Skill, best reflect actual conditions by improving retrieval algorithms
Understand, both the strengths and weaknesses of the datasets

Soil Moisture anomalies derived from the ESA CCI SM (2 versions)
using the 1991-2020 reference period
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The Land Parameter Retrieval Model
LPRM, the passive microwave retrieval algorithm, has received
several improvements within the framework of this project. This
improves both the skill of and consistency between retrievals from
individual sensors. Currently LPRMv6.1 is used for L-band retrievals
and LPRMv7.0 for other frequencies. This includes:

LPRMv7 →

LPRMv6
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The Land Parameter Retrieval Model
Consistent and improved filtering

Intercalibration
Improved intercalibration between AMSR-E, AMSR2, TRMM, GPM,
FY3B and FY3D using an MPDI focused minimization function.
[K]

Critical flag Snow/Frozen,
Similar warning flag for
desert/bare soils with
unnatural values.

[K]
1997

2020

Daytime retrievals

Model free L-band retrievals

Greatly increasing the total coverage, brightness temperatures
matched to nighttime observations
R vs SMAPL4

Temperature and filtering input for L-band retrievals derived from
Intercalibrated brightness temperatures.

vs ERA5
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Improved merging
The merging algorithm of ESA CCI SM is continuously
updated to accommodate for an increasing number of
satellites and day-time observations

Difference in the spatio-temporal coverage in the latest 2
publicly released versions

Harmonized inter-sensors frozen soil flagging has
removed spurious observations and improved the
correlation with in-situ and reanalysis
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Improved merging
The merging algorithm of ESA CCI SM is continuously
updated to accommodate for an increasing number of
satellites and day-time observations

Difference in the soil moisture absolute signal between latest
publicly released version and v06.1 extended

Harmonized inter-sensors frozen soil flagging has
removed spurious observations and improved the
correlation with in-situ and reanalysis

The sensors inter-calibration has been enhanced
through an intra-annual bias correction method,
accounting for seasonal effects on the signal
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Improved merging
Inhomogeneities in mean and variance between
(sensor) sub-periods in time series are detected
using statistical hypothesis tests.
By homogenising the observations before and after
the break (relative to changes in the reference
data), artificial breaks can be removed.

Before
Correction

After
Correction

Before
Correction

After
Correction

Using a reference data set most breaks
can be corrected, to increase the length
of the period without detectable breaks
in the data.
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Impact on data quality
Left: for 2007 onwards an almost full 1.0 fractional
coverage is now reached during non-frozen conditions!
Right: correlation of the ESA CCI SM data compared to in
situ and ECMWF reanalyses (up), and to ERA5 (down)
(Hirschi et al., 2022a).
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Climatic trends in the CCI SM products
Climatic trends of the Break-Adjusted COMBINED product compared to reanalysis (Hirschi et al., 2022a)

Break-Adj. COMBINED

ERA5-Land

MERRA-2

Recent trends:
2007-01 to 2020-12

Long-term trends:
1992-01 to 2020-12
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Drought representation - EU 2018 and others
Several major droughts of past two decades

Drought representation is one of the main earth system applications of
ESA CCI SM (Hirschi et al., 2022). Product differences in the
representation of droughts may be related to persisting uncertainties in
trend representation.
Other main applications include hydrology, biogeochemical cycles, land
atmosphere interactions, and climate variability and change.
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More to come in future versions:
Closing the gap between Earth system research
requirements and observations
ESA UNCLASSIFIED - For ESA Official Use Only
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Towards complete model independence
Research is currently done on replacing the GLDAS
model with L-band based soil moisture for scaling.
First results (AMSR2 to SMOS/SMAP) shows
promising results and preserves individual sensor
trends. However, long time series are needed as
reference.
Red: CDF in 2015-2018
Green: CDF in 2015-2018 in 2º radius
Blue:: CDF in 2010-2018
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Towards complete model independence
Investigating the possibility of computing a merged SMOS/SMAP data set to be used as reference to benefit
from advantages of both satellites. There are different ways to compute such a data set but the one currently in
study is the merging of SMOS L3 and SMAP L3 using a ML approach (Neural Networks) from 2015 to 2019.

Global comparison
between SMAP L3 SM
data and a SMAP-like
SM dataset computed
from SMOS brightness
temperatures using a
neural network
approach
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Further improvements
The ESA CCI Soil Moisture team will continue its work on providing global users with the
most comprehensive and consistent climate data record of satellite soil moisture.
DCT-PLS

MERGING strategy:
- Uncertainty characterization (final data set)
- Gap-filled dataset
- Improve flagging synergy

PASSIVE soil moisture:
- Adding new satellites, to 20+ satellite
- Outlier detection (spatial & temporal)
- Downscaling to 0.1°
- Uncertainty characterization (individual input data)

ACTIVE soil moisture externally provided by the H-SAF project.
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Research on new products
High-Resolution Soil Moisture (HRSM, 1km)
derived from Sentinel-1 data or by synergistically using
sentinel-1, 2 and 3 (Madelon et al. 2022, in prep) are being
assessed in different regions to identify its potential as future
long time series at a global scale. Neural networks, change
detection and hybrid approaches are also being investigated
(Nativel et al. 2022, Remote Sensing).

Root Zone Soil Moisture (RZSM)
is generated by the assimilation of different satellite based
datasets into the ISBA and Noah-MP land surface models.
These include ESA CCI SM, VODCA (Moesinger et al. 2020),
and LAI, and uses ERA5 data for meteorological forcing.
Global daily data for three soil layers up to 1 m from 2002 to
2019.
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Conclusion
ESA CCI Soil Moisture product (v07.1) was released in May 2022, providing global soil moisture data from
1978 to the end of 2021.
More information on: https://climate.esa.int/en/projects/soil-moisture/
Contact the team: cci_sm_contact@eodc.eu

Global Soil Moisture Anomaly for all months in 2021 in
ESA CCI SM v07.1 COMBINED (relative to the
climatological reference period 1991-2020)
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